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SEE Change aims to be a leading
Indian brand in MSME consulting
G BALACHANDAR
Chennai, March 29

SEE CHANGE Consulting aims
to become a leading homegrown brand in the MSME
(micro, small and medium
enterprise) consulting space
with a strategy to reach a million MSMEs with its solutions
and oﬀerings in the next few
years.
The company sees a favourable opportunity due to growing potential for Indian
MSMEs, unleashed by government-led initiatives such as
Atmanirbhar Bharat vision
and emerging opportunity
for them to grow beyond Indian shores.
SEE CHANGE, founded in
2002, has oﬀered its solutions
and services to more than
10,000 MSMEs in the country
through 500 plus projects on
training, coaching and consulting across retail, exports,
textile, agri, healthcare, hospitality, IT, manufacturing
(B2B), FMCG and ﬁntech
among others.
“Covid-19 has impacted the
MSMEs severely. But numerous companies in this space
have exhibited a strong resilience to get back to growth,
while hundreds of units are in
need of help to come out of
crisis. There is a huge opportunity that awaits Indian
MSMEs in the emerging
growth curve and there is a
need to improve the capabil-

The company has offered its solutions and services to more than
10,000 MSMEs in the country

ity of these MSMEs to stay relevant in the market. Their operations require innovative
methods to reduce cost and
adopt digital technologies in
order to seize the emerging
potential both in domestic
and export markets,” says SEE
Change’s Co-Founder & Strategic Business Advisor-MSMEs
MK Anand, who is also a Chairman, MSME Subcommittee,
Andhra Chamber of Commerce.
Key challenges
Covid-battered MSMEs’ key issues include zero billing challenges, ﬁxed outﬂow to employees and vendors for the
piled-up stock, inventory interest cost, unpreparedness
and poor technology adoption and loss of focus on business growth due to diversion
of focus towards servicing of
loans in both banks and
private ﬁnancial institutions.

“We have already helped
many units not only to resume growth but also build a
robust model to sustain their
growth. A few MSMEs in
healthcare and agri-tech segments have seen three-fold
growth in the post-lockdown
phase with our strategic business advisory solutions. Our
overall objective is skill Indian MSMEs to improve their
top line, bottom line and GDP
contribution over a longer
period,” says S Prakash, CoFounder & CEO of SEE Change.
India has 63 million MSMEs
and SEE Change seeks to position itself as a domestic MSME
Consulting brand among
them.
Anand says SEE Change’s
Strategic Business Advisory
Consulting model has been
developed as an outsourced
model in order to be attractive for the price-sensitive Indian MSMEs.
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